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A B S T R A C T 
Density Functional Theory (DFT) has been used to study structural and electronic properties of new com-
pounds based on V-implanted Si and their potential as infrared photodetectors. Effects derived from the 
implantation of V on bulk-Si are calculated at different configurations, i.e., substitutional (VSl) and inter-
stitial (V,) positions as well as the effect of Si vacancies. Despite all implantation processes are energet-
ically penalized, V,-implanted compound leads to the lowest formation energies. Furthermore, interstitial 
implantation in the vicinity of a Si vacancy would lead to a highly favored process. The analysis of the 
electronic structure shows that Vrimplanted compounds own an intermediate band (due to t2g states 
of vanadium atom), which allows new electronic transitions below 1.0 eV. To deal with the bandgap 
underestimation of common DFT methods, quasiparticle calculations have been applied via the G0W0 
approximation. Applied correction to the bandgap based on GW has considerably improved theoretical 
results compared to experimental ones. The investigation of the absorption features points out that 
the absorption response can be extended up to infrared region via sub-gap transitions across the inter-
mediate band. This work highlights the potential of V-implanted silicon based materials with infrared 
response. 
1. Introduction 
The field of infrared photodetectors has always attracted mas-
sive interest due to is potential applications, such as civil security 
and surveillance, environmental monitoring and telecommunica-
tions [1,2]. Among others, current infrared photodetection devices 
are based in mercury cadmium telluride [3] or quantum-dot infra-
red photodetectors [4]. Even if these materials provide high perfor-
mances, they suffer some drawbacks, e.g.: high production costs 
and hardly integration in CMOS (chip complementary metal-
oxide semiconductor) technology. Silicon based devices assure 
the low cost and CMOS compatibility criteria. Unfortunately, the 
band gap of silicon is 1.12 eV, which limits its applications at wave-
length longer than 1100 nm [5]. Hence, the modification of silicon 
band structure is a promising approach to design new Si-based 
infrared photodetectors. 
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A potential strategy for extending absorption response of silicon 
up to infrared region is to incorporate a dopant which creates a 
partially filled level allowing sub-bandgap absorption. In this 
sense, different approaches are being explored. Chalcogen-
hyperdoped silicon based materials have been proven as promising 
materials for applications in infrared photodetectors due to its 
absorption features below the Si bandgap [5-8] . Carey et al. [5] 
and Said et al. [9] investigated the responsivity of photodiodes 
based on S-hyperdoped silicon pointing out that fabricated photo-
diodes based on S-hyperdoped Si exhibit magnitude much higher 
than those measured for non-doped silicon based photodiodes. 
Similarly, photodiodes based on Se-hyperdoped Si yield improved 
spectral response up to 0.70 eV [6,10,11]. In addition to an 
extended absorption up to the infrared, a good detectivity of 
extrinsic photoconductive response under infrared light is also 
need. Optoelectronic devices based on chalcogen hyperdoped sili-
con have only demonstrated IR photoresponse at low temperature 
[12]. Chalcogen hyperdopoing mainly introduces filled (donor) 
states in the bandgap leading to a high carrier concentration at 
room-temperature [7,8], which overcomes the sub-bandgap pho-
toconductivity signal at room temperature [12]. Other commonly 
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used dopants such as elements of groups III (B, Al and Ga) and V (As 
and Sb) are also limited to low temperatures because of dopant 
states are thermally ionized at room-temperature [3]. Several 
approaches have been described to improve the room-
temperature infrared photoresponse. Simmons et al. demonstrated 
that co-doping the chalcogen donor group (concretely silicon co-
doped with B and S) can modulate the Fermi level allowing an 
increase of the infrared photoresponse [13]. The operation temper-
ature may be also increased by doping with deep level impurities 
which require higher temperatures for thermal ionization [3]. 
Transition metals introduce deep levels in the bandgap of the host 
silicon [14]. As matter of fact, Si highly doped with transition ele-
ments such as Ti [15-19], V [20], Ni [21] or Au [22,23] have demon-
strated strong sub-bandgap optical absorption as well as an 
increase in the high infrared absorption features at room 
temperature. 
All these published works point out that the extended sub-
bandgap response up to infrared regions is related with the ability 
of studied dopant elements to introduce new level states in the gap 
of bulk Si. These dopant level states obtained at high concentration 
(high enough to avoid non-radiative recombination, commonly 
known as Mott-limit) results in the formation of a continuous 
energy band inside the bandgap of the host semiconductor known 
as intermediate band (IB). The so called intermediate band (IB) 
consists in a partially filled electronic band, placed into the host 
semiconductor gap and isolated from the valence band (VB) and 
the conduction band (CB). Intermediate band has to have a small 
dispersion and must not be a discrete level, whereas it has to be 
narrow enough to be well isolated from both VB and CB. Thereby, 
in addition to prompting electrons from VB to CB (VB-CB), transi-
tions from the VB to IB (VB-IB) and from IB to CB (IB-CB) by absorb-
ing photons with lower energy than the bandgap are also allowed. 
As a result, IB materials are attracting increasing interest towards 
developing new photovoltaic materials with an improved effi-
ciency [19,24,25]. These same features also make intermediate 
band materials suitable for their use in infrared photodetectors 
[5-11,22]. 
Designing new electronic devices using doped-Si with the 
desired features present several challenges, such as crystallinity, 
optical absorbance and dopant concentration as well as to explore 
adequate doping elements that could modulate absorption fea-
tures. Previous works shown that materials based on doped-Si 
with transition metals such as Ti [15-19], Ni [21], Au [22,23] or 
Co [26] would lead to the formation of a new band within the 
gap of Si host semiconductor. Recently, an extended photoresponse 
up to the infrared region for vanadium hyperdoped silicon 
obtained by ion implantation has been reported [20]. Our work 
explores the effect of introducing vanadium to explain the forma-
tion of an intermediate band with the desired properties by using 
quantum calculations. For this purpose, structural, energetic and 
electronic properties of different V-implanted Si are studied in 
detail through quantum calculations. On the other hand, defects 
comprising vacancies and interstices are common in natural mate-
rials. Such defects can be innate or created during the material 
manufacturing process. In semiconductors the presence of (unde-
sired) defects can modify their electrical and optical properties 
[27,28]. Hence, models of V-implanted silicon compounds with Si 
vacancies were also studied. To our knowledge, studies on the 
simultaneous effect of V-implantation and defects from a theoret-
ical point of view are missing in literature. 
Most of the calculations available in the literature for this kind 
of materials have been based on DFT in the Kohn-Sham implemen-
tation with LDA (Local Density Approximation) or GGA (General-
ized Gradient approximation) schemes for the exchange-
correlation functional, due to their efficiency to deduce structural, 
electronic and other properties of a multitude of condensed matter 
systems. Unfortunately, it is well known that these functionals fail 
to correctly predict the bandgap [29], which is an hindrance to 
research in fields including semiconductors, optical or photovoltaic 
materials. To overcome the "bandgap problem", we employ many-
body perturbation theory in GW approximation to calculate quasi-
particle self-energy corrections for the electronic states, which 
yields results that are in very good agreement with experiments 
for a wide range of materials [30]. 
2. Theoretical details 
Density Functional Theory (DFT) simulations were carried out 
using the generalized gradient approximation of Perdew, Burke 
and Ernzerhof (PBE) [31] as implemented in the VASP code 
[32,33], along to projector augmented wave (PAW) potentials to 
represent the inert core electrons [34,35]. Structural relaxations 
were done by conjugate gradients, with a convergence criteria that 
forces acting on all atoms do not exceed 0.01 eVA-1. Structural 
optimization were done using a fe-point mesh of 6 x 6 x 6 in the 
Monkhorst-Pack scheme [36]. A Methfessel-Paxton first-order 
scheme with 0.1 eV of smearing was used to extract the occupa-
tions of Kohn-Sham eigenvalues [37]. The tetrahedron method 
was applied to obtain electronic density of states (DOS) [38]. Model 
bulk-Si was described as supercell 2 x 2 x 2 of Si8 cubic unit cell 
(i.e., 64 atoms, labeled as Si64). The structures derived from the for-
mer due to the presence of V atoms and/or Si vacancies were 
relaxed in order to study the effects of V implantation and/or Si 
vacancies on structural and electronic properties. In this way, 
one V atom leads to a concentration [V] > 1020 cnr3 , which con-
siderably surpasses the Mott-limit. Nevertheless, it is expected that 
the electronic structure for such dilution would elucidate whether 
an isolated IB can be obtained or if the energy levels from 3d elec-
trons overlap with VB and/or CB of bulk-Si, except that the band-
width of the IB would be slightly increased [19,39]. 
Optical properties were assessed by means of the absorption 
coefficient derived from the dielectric functions as implemented 
in VASP code. Thus, the imaginary part was obtained as the sum 
of independent transitions between Kohn-Sham states, without 
local field effects, while the real part was obtained from the imag-
inary part by the Kramers-Kronig relations. To get converged 
frequency-dependent dielectric properties, approximately 250 
bands and an 8 x 8 x 8 sampling of the Brillouin zone were 
needed. Since the imaginary part of the dielectric function has been 
analyzed as a simple sum over independent transitions, we can 
separate it into the contributions from different transitions. This 
analysis was carried out by using a home-modified version of the 
original OPTICS code developed by Furthmuller [40]. 
As known, standard-DFT methods underestimate the bandgap 
of the semiconductor due to an inaccurate treatment of the excited 
states. Hence, a correction has been applied to correct the GGA 
underestimation of the band gap. Different approximations have 
been applied to solving the DFT bandgap, such as the application 
of a scissor operator over the empty states to fit the experimental 
bandgap of the host semiconductor, time-dependent DFT, or 
hybrid and screened hybrid functional or quasi particle energy cal-
culations [19,29,39]. Concretely, many-body perturbation theory 
within the GW approach was applied. The GW approach is based 
on a dynamic dielectric screening of the Coulomb potential, while 
the electronic self energy is approximated by a convolution in 
terms of the Green's function G and the screened interaction W. 
In this paper, GW calculations were carried out to correct DFT 
eigenvalues without further interactions, i.e., G0W0 approach [30], 
wherein the calculations start from DFT eigenvalues and eigen-
functions to obtain many-body GW self energy. This method yields 
successfully agreement with experiment results for intermediate 
band materials, within the limits of the approach [41,42]. Unfortu-
nately, GW approximation is very time consuming. Thus, quasi par-
ticle energies were only computed for Si64 and Vrimplanted 
compound without vacancies just at the T-point through the 
G0W0 approach. Our results from G0W0 approximation at the T-
point yields improved bandgap energies for bulk-Si (see 
Section 3.4). 
3. Results 
3.1. Main structural parameters 
This work includes the study for bulk-Si (based on Si64 model) 
and V-implanted compounds in substitutional (VSl) and interstitial 
(Vj) cases. Fig. 1 sketches the applied procedure to built unit cells 
for V-implanted compounds here studied, while the most impor-
tant parameters of Si64 and V-implanted compounds are gathered 
in Table 1. Bulk-Si was described as a supercell 2 x 2 x 2 of Si8 
cubic unit cell with 64 atoms labeled as Si64. The optimized struc-
ture for Bulk-Si (described as a supercell 2 x 2 x 2 of Si8 cubic unit 
cell with 64 atoms, Si64) yields a lattice parameter a = 5.465 A, 
while the interatomic distances between Si atoms are 2.366 A. 
The departure of the lattice cell a and Si-Si bond length (d[Si-
Si]) from the experimental values (a = 5.431 A, d[Si-Si] = 2.352 A) 
[43] turn out to be ^0.6%. This slight overestimation of the lattice 
cell agrees with the expected behavior of GGA functional. 
From the optimized structure for Si64, V-implanted compound 
in substitutional position was built by placing one vanadium at 
the position of one Si [ii. VSlSi63). The lattice parameter is increased 
up to a = 5.471 A. This substitution also causes an increment of 
0.065 A in the distance to the four nearest Si atoms (d[V-Si] 
= 2.431 A), while the distance for the farthest pair of Si atoms from 
VSl is 2.368 A. The four nearest Si atoms are tetrahedrally coordi-
nated to the V atom. The increment of both lattice cell parameter 
and d[V-Si] with regard to d[Si-Si] for Si64 could be related to the 
fact that V atom owns a larger atomic radii than Si one (1.740 A 
and 1.110 A for V and Si, respectively). Hence, Vsrimplantation 
does not considerable modify the bulk-Si structure. Similarly, V,-
implanted compound at interstitial position in absence of Si vacan-
cies (in. V,Si64) was also generated from Si64 by placing a V atom at 
the center of a tetrahedron formed by four Si atoms. The relaxed 
unit cell for VrSi compound in absence of Si vacancies leads to a 
disposition wherein V atom is tetrahedrally coordinated to the four 
nearest neighbors Si atoms with a distance ^2.440 A, while the six 
second nearest atoms are placed of around 2.746 A in an octahedri-
cal configuration (see Fig. IS). Note that the void of the tetrahedron 
defined by four Si atoms as well as the void of the octahedral 
defined by the six second nearest Si atoms are enough to allocate 
V atom without steric hindrance with Si atoms. Although, at short 
range (i.e. in the vicinity of vanadium atom) Si-Si bond-lengths are 
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Fig. 1. Applied protocol to build different structures studied in this work. 
slightly modified respect to bulk Si (studied as Si64), this effect 
decreases with the distance respect to vanadium atom. Hence, at 
long range d[Si-Si] and lattice parameter tend to be similar than 
those obtained for bulk Si. As seen below, the crystalline field is 
mainly due to the octahedrical environment. As concerns as the 
effect of Vrimplantation on the main unit cell parameters of the 
host Si64, both lattice parameter a and d[Si-Si] (measured between 
two Si atoms located in the available farthest positions) keep con-
stant or vaguely affected. 
Before investigating Vrimplanted compounds in presence of Si 
vacancies (v. V,Si63), main structural parameters of the system 
labeled as iv. Si63 (i.e., bulk-Si with vacancies) are briefly assessed. 
Such information could be useful to rationalize some structural 
effects noted for V,Si63 compounds. Si63 compound was obtained 
by removing one Si atom from relaxed Si64. From its unit cell 
parameters reported in Table 1 is inferred that lattice parameter 
is reduced with regard to bulk-Si (a is reduced from 5.465 A up 
to 5.443 A), while d[Si-Si] at the remotest position of the vacancy 
also becomes somewhat shorter (there is a shortening equal to 
0.006 A). This is indicative that Si vacancies have larger effects on 
the bulk-Si structure than V implantation either interstitial or sub-
stitutional position. 
Finally, Vrimplanted compounds with one Si vacancy (V,Si63) 
were studied. For this purpose, several models with different rela-
tive dispositions between V atom and Si vacancy were optimized. 
Thus, three different relative positions between V, atom and Si 
vacancy were defined: the closest position between V, atom and 
Si vacancy, the farthest position between them as well as an inter-
mediate position (labeled as a), c) and b), respectively). Fig. 2S 
shows optimized structure of V,Si64 compound, which is here used 
to define each configuration. Configuration a) is obtained by 
removing the Si atom nearest to V, i.e., one silicon atom tetrahedri-
cally coordinated (even though similar results are obtained for a Si 
atom octahedrically coordinated). In this case, the initial distance 
between Si vacancy and V atom is ranged between 2.440 A and 
2.476 A. Based on a 2 x 2 x 2 supercell, the largest available dis-
tance between V and one Si atom is 8.22 A, which was used to 
define our model with the farthest disposition between V and Si 
vacancy (model c)). Note that the average distance between the 
farthest and the closest positions above defined is ^5.33 A. In this 
sense, there are some Si atoms whose Si-V lengths are ^4.76 A. 
Thus, removing one of these atoms was used to define V,Si63 with 
an intermediate distance between V atom and Si vacancy (labeled 
as b)). In addition, as shown in Fig. 1, Vrimplanted compounds 
with one Si vacancy were obtained i) from bulk Si (Si64) by the 
simultaneous addition and removal of one V and Si atom, respec-
tively; ii) from optimized structure of V,Si64 removing one Si atom; 
Hi) from optimized structure of bulk Si with defects (Si63) by adding 
one V/ atom. For the sake of clarity, our analysis will be only 
focused on the structures of minimal energy obtained for each 
model, although similar results are obtained instead of the selected 
initial structure. This procedure warrants that results here reported 
are referred to the most stable configurations of V,Si63. 
For Vrimplanted compounds in presence of one Si vacancy at 
the shortest distance between them, we firstly analyze the ten-
dency of V atom to occupy the vacancy place (leading to VSlSi63). 
Our results point out that V does not displace up to the vacancy 
since optimized structures similar to VSlSi63 were not obtained 
when v-a) V,Si63 models are used as starting point. But after the 
optimization, the closest Si atom (which would match with Si atom 
defined as the intermediate position in Fig. 2S) moves up to fill the 
vacancy near to V atom. Therefore, after relaxing initial structure of 
v-a) V,Si63 the Si vacancy is located in an analogous position than 
those obtained for v-b) V,Si63 relaxed structure, which agrees with 
the similarity of results here reported for both v-a) V,Si63 and v-b) 
V,Si63 compounds. Both v-a) V,Si63 and v-b) V,Si63 yield a lattice 
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Table 1 
Main s t ructura l pa rame te r s obta ined from t h e relaxat ion carried out for selected compounds a n d t h e corresponding formation energies (Ef). 
C o m p o u n d a (Å) d[V-Si]a (Å) d[Si-Si]b (Å) i^ (eV) 
i. Si6 4 
" . V s iSi6 3 
Hi. VjSi64 
iv. Si63 
v-a.VjSi63 
v-b.VjSi63 
v-c.VjSi63 
5.465 
5.471 
5.465 
5.443 
5.435 
5.435 
5.437 
2.431 
2 .440/2 .746 
2 .408/2 .439/2 .736/2 .602 
2 .408/2 .439/2 .738/2 .601/ 
2 .483/2.769 
2.366 
2.368 
2.367 
2.360 
2.362 
2.362 
2.356 
3.06 c 
0.97d 
3.55 e 
2.89 f 
2.89 f 
2.25 f 
The sho r t e s t d i s t ance b e t w e e n V a n d Si a t o m s . 
Dis tance b e t w e e n Si a t o m s located a s far a s poss ible of V a t o m . 
Es t imated a s defined in Eq. (1) . 
Es t imated a s defined in Eq. (2) . 
Es t imated a s defined in Eq. (3) . 
Es t imated a s defined in Eq. (4) . 
parameter a = 5.435 Å, while the distance between V a tom and the 
four first nearest Si a toms lies in the range 2.439 Å and 2.408 Å. 
This distance is ranged between 2.601 Å and 2.738 Å for the second 
nearest Si a toms. When V a tom is implanted at the farthest posi-
tion, lattice cell parameter a = 5.437 Å, while the first four closest 
Si a toms and the second nearest Si a toms are located at 2.483 Å 
and 2.769 Å from V atom. Instead of the relative disposition 
be tween V a tom and Si vacancy, optimized structures of ViSi63 lead 
to the shortest distances be tween Si a toms (d[Si–Si] = 2.360 Å). 
Note that similar effects are noted for Si6 3 ; hence this distortion 
would be mainly due to the Si vacancy. Based on unit cell param-
eter a, it can be also concluded that the presence of both V a tom 
and Si vacancy leads to the largest cell distortion, even at long 
range. Albeit two sets of Si a toms are also found around V as a 
function of the V-Si distance for V i-implanted Si with one Si 
vacancy, the presence of a Si vacancy distorts the tetrahedrical 
and octahedrical coordination of V a tom above described for Vi-
implanted Si without vacancies. As expected, this distortion 
decreases wi th the distance between V and Si vacancy. As seen 
below, t he presence of one vacancy has not only important effects 
on the structural parameters . 
3.2. Formation energies 
Aimed at obtaining some information about t he stability of dif-
ferent V-implanted Si compounds here studied, formation energies 
(Ef) for optimized compounds were est imated from the total ener-
gies. Several papers have been published dealing wi th the calcula-
tion of formation energies in doped systems by using DFT 
calculations. Such papers are devoted to investigate properties 
for a single, isolated point defect or impurity in a semiconductor 
[28,44]. However, it is well known that the concentration of impu-
rities should exceed the so-called Mott-Limit to form an intermedi-
a te band [15,45]. As mat ter of fact, several papers have shown that 
a supersaturated Si based material wi th very high dopant concen-
tration above the equilibrium solubility limit is needed to obtain 
an IB [16,21–23,46]. In this work formation energies were esti-
mated in concordance wi th previous works dealing wi th implanted 
Si-compounds [19,39] and other IB materials previously studied by 
our group [47–50]. Thus, formation energies (Ef) were defined a s : 
E}[VsiSi63]=E[VsiSi63]- E\Si 
1 
E\V] = 3:06 eV 
Ef[ViSi64] = E[ViSi64] - E[Si64]+^E[V2] = 0:97 eV 
E'[Si63] = E[Si63]+64E[Si64] - (E[Si64]) = 3:55 eV 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
E f[ViSi63]=E[ViSi63] - 64E[Si64] +1 E[V 
= 2:89 eV, 2:89 eV, 2:25 eV (4) 
where E[Si64], E[VSiSi63], E[ViSi64], E[Si63], E[ViSi63] and E[V2] s tand for 
the total energies of Si64, VSi-implanted Si (ii. VSiSi63), V i-implanted 
Si without vacancies (iii. ViSi64), Si63, V i-implanted Si with one 
vacancy (v. ViSi63) and BCC crystalline structure of Vanadium (made 
up of two atoms per formula). The formation energy for substitu-
tional implantation yields the highest value (Ef [VSiSi63] = 3.06 eV), 
while interstitial implantation leads to Ef[ViSi64] = 0.97 eV. There-
fore, although both implantation types bring out high energy penal-
ization per vanadium inserted, this energy change is considerable 
lower (2.09 eV) for V i-implanted compound. In the case of Vi-
implanted compounds with one silicon vacancy, formation energy 
becomes Ef[ViSi63] = 2.89 eV/2.89 eV/2.25 eV (for the shortest V-
vacancy/intermediate V-vacancy/the largest V-vacancy distance). 
Even in presence of one Si vacancy, interstitial implantation of V 
atom is more favorable than substitutional positioning. As concerns 
as the effect of the relative disposition between Vi a tom and Si 
vacancy, the structure with the farthest distance between V atom 
and Si vacancy yields the smallest formation energy. Note that the 
formation energy of one silicon vacancy also implies a high forma-
tion energy value (Ef[Si63] = 3.55 eV), which is the same order than 
the formation energies of V-implanted compounds in presence of Si 
vacancies. Thus, formation energies corresponding to VSiSi63 and Vi-
Si6 3 compounds would be mainly due to the formation energy of 
one silicon vacancy. Hence, formation energies of VSi implanted 
compound (ii. VSiSi63) and V i-implanted silicon (v. ViSi63) with one 
vacancy can be also calculated considering the presence of one Si 
vacancy before V implantation: 
EJ[VsSi63] = E[VsiSi63] - E[Si 1m = -0:49 eV 
E}[ViSi63] = E[ViSi63] - E[Si63] +^E[V 
= -0:66 eV, - 0:66 eV, - 1:30 eV 
(5) 
(6) 
As expected, V implantation at interstitial positions would be 
again the most favorable process. Note that Vi implantation in 
the remotest (available) position respect to one Si vacancy entails 
formation energies much lower than zero, i.e., such process would 
be energetically more favored. Formation energies defined accord-
ing Eqs. (5) and (6) can provide useful information about the ten-
dency of V a tom to be placed in the vicinity of one Si vacancy. As 
said, our analysis on the tendency of V a tom to move to the Si 
vacancy place in v-a.ViSi63 only revealed that for this situation 
the vacancy is preferably filled by the closest Si a tom. This points 
b 
d 
out that the migration of one Si atom to the vacancy is more favor-
able, which also allows larger remoteness between Si vacancy and 
interstitial vanadium. This fact is also in agreement with the lowest 
formation energy calculated for v-c.VISi63. 
We are aware that vacancy concentrations here studied could 
be higher than those ones present in experimental samples. Conse-
quently, formation energy defined by Eq. (2) could be extrapolated 
to those situations wherein the vacancy (in a low concentration) is 
so far from the V that its topology could be similar than those 
described for Hi. VjSi64. However, accordingly with formation 
energy defined by Eq. (6), V atom would tend to allocate relatively 
close to one Si vacancy with a topology similar than those reported 
for v-c.ViSi63. Hence, real sample of V-implanted silicon compound 
should be qualitatively described as a combination of structures 
optimized for Hi. VjSi64 and v-c.ViSi63, with a small contribution 
from substitutional implantation (n. VSlSi63). 
3.3. Electronic structure 
For simplicity, discussions on the bulk-Si electronic structure 
were not deeply done herein as they have been extensively studied 
in the literature [19,51,52]. In short, our results are in agreement 
with the available data, which yields a theoretical band gap equal 
to 0.63 eV. As expected, this value is underestimated compared 
with the experimental one (1.12 eV), which makes necessary to 
correct it, in order to obtain appropriate optical spectra. As dis-
cussed below, upon the applying of a rigid shift based on G0W0cal-
culations (see Section 2), more accurate theoretical bandgap are 
obtained (1.03 eV). Figs. 2, 3 and 3S plots density of states (pro-
jected density of states of the transition metal are also displayed) 
and band structure of studied V-implanted compounds. The pres-
ence of vanadium leads to V-implanted compounds with a spin 
polarized electronic structure. Based on formation energies above 
calculated, interstitial implantation should be the most favored 
process. Hence, results here exposed are mainly focused on V,-
implanted compounds. In brief, for VSl-implanted compound (VSl-
Si63), the bandgap for bulk-Si is considerably opened up to 
1.07 eV (1.37 eV)/1.61 eV (1.91 eV) for spin up/down channel due 
to vanadium bands (at T-point). Furthermore, important transi-
tions with energies ranged between 0.70 eV (1.00 eV) and 
1.29 eV (1.59 eV) should be also mentioned. See supplementary 
information for a more detailed description. 
For interstitial configuration in absence of Si vacancies (VSi64, 
Fig. 2), the effect of the octahedral crystal field originated by the 
six second nearest Si atoms splitting 3d levels into a low energy 
t2g triplet and a high-energy eg doublet. The most obvious change 
is the appearance of an additional intermediate band (IB) within 
the bandgap of the host semiconductor (due to the low energy 
t2g triplet for spin down) with a bandwidth equal to 0.24 eV, while 
the high-energy eg doublet appears above the Fermi level. At JT-
"VV-implanted without vacancy: V(.Si6 
1 0 1 
Energy - EFermi (eV) 
1.5 
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Fig. 2. Up: Total Density of States ofVjSiaj (black line) and projected Density of States of vanadium atom (red line); Down: Band structure for VjSiaj compound along to main 
energy differences between VB-CB (red), VB-IB (green) and IB-CB (blue) measured at r point and bandwidth for IB (pink). Results after applying a rigid shift are in brackets. 
Energy values are plotted with respect to the Fermi level (EFermi) of VjSiaj, while solid/dashed lines stands for spin up/spin down channels. (For interpretation of the references 
to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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Fig. 3. Up: Total Density of States of Si64 (green line) and VjSi63 (black line) compounds, and projected Density of States of vanadium atom (red line); Down: Band structure for 
VjSi63 compound along to main energy differences between VB-CB (red), VB-IB (green) and IB-CB (blue) measured at r point and bandwidth for IB (pink). Results after 
applying a rigid shift are in brackets. Energy values are plotted with respect to the Fermi level (EFermi) of V;Si63, while solid/dashed lines stands for spin up/spin down channels. 
(For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
point, the low energy doublet yields a difference of 0.35 eV, while 
the largest energy difference, 1.74 eV (1.82 eV), is measured at X-
point. Such transitions are labeled as CB-IB. The splitting energy 
between high energy eg doublet and low energy t2g triplet (IB-CB 
energy difference) is equal to 0.47 eV (0.69 eV). The eg doublet 
appears at 0.82 eV (1.12 eV) over the CB of the host Si. The energy 
difference between the VB and the CB is 0.87 eV (1.17 eV), which is 
less important than that found for VSlSi63 compound. As concerns 
as spin up component, the triplet is located below the Fermi 
energy, while the doublet has larger energy than the Fermi level. 
The energy difference, measured at T-point, between the VB and 
CB is 0.98 eV (1.28 eV), which is also lower than that found VSl-
implanted compound. In addition, filled t2g levels could allow 
new transitions energies up to empty eg levels and CB of bulk-Si, 
with energies equal to 0.45 eV (0.67 eV) and 0.53 eV (0.75 eV), 
respectively. For clarity, these transitions are labeled as IB-CB, 
which easily allow to identity that they start from donor levels 
due to V atom (i.e., t2g). Finally, since eg doublet is very close to 
the CB, new transitions (also labeled as VB-CB) with somewhat 
lower energy, 0.92 eV (1.32 eV), would be also possible. 
Among different V,Si63 structures defined based on the relative 
disposition between V atom and Si vacancy, only those one with 
the lowest formation energy (v-c.VjSi63) has been selected to assess 
the presence of both V atom and Si vacancies (Fig. 3). The vacancy 
implies that tetrahedral and octahedral coordination of V atom is 
distorted respect to the compound without vacancy, which leads 
to a more complex electronic structure. Thus, two sets of vanadium 
bands are located into the band gap of the host. For spin up channel, 
there is a doublet located over the Fermi energy, which fulfills the 
requirements to play as IB, i.e., this is partially filled and isolated 
from both conduction and valence bands. This IB has a band-
width = 0.21 eV Main energy differences related with this IB are 
those labeled as VB-IB and IB-CB, with values equal to 0.50 eV 
(0.58 eV) and 0.47 eV (0.69 eV), respectively, at T-point. There is 
also an empty band, located with an energy of 0.89 eV (1.19 eV) 
over the VB and 0.38 eV (0.60 eV) over the IB. Both levels forming 
the IB and this empty level would be related with the low energy 
t2g triplet originated by the (distorted) octahedrical coordination 
of V atom along to the vacancy, while high energy eg doublet is 
highly hybridized with unoccupied levels of bulk-Si. For spin down 
component, similar results are displayed in Fig. 3. Nonetheless, the 
t2g triplet is empty, while the eg doublet appears again hybridized 
with the conduction bands coming from silicon. Hence, only 
energy differences taking into account VB as reference are dis-
played in Fig. 3, which lie between 0.43 eV (0.73 eV) and 0.82 eV 
(1.12 eV). It should be noted that the bandgap for host Si is opened 
up to 0.97 eV (1.27 eV)/0.82 eV (1.12 eV) for spin up/down compo-
nent, which is similar than to obtained in absence of Si vacancy. 
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Fig. 4. Eigenvalues calculated for VjSia, at r-point and those obtained after 
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3.4. G0W0 results and bandgap correction 
Optical properties have been assessed through the imaginary 
part of the dielectric tensor as a sum over independent Kohn-
Sham transitions. Among other approaches, the "bandgap prob-
lem" related to DFT has been commonly bypassed by applying a 
scissor operator (a rigid shift) over the empty states to match the 
experimental bandgap of the host semiconductor. Though this 
practice could be adequate for bulk-Si, it neglects the effect that 
new (vanadium) bands can produce on the bandgap energy of 
the host semiconductor as well as the displacement to be applied 
to partially filled intermediate band. Concretely, we have calcu-
lated quasiparticle energies through G0W0 approach. Due to the 
high computational requirements, quasiparticle energies were 
only calculated for Si64 and V,Si64 at r-point. We are aware that 
these G0W0 results should be treated with caution. Nevertheless, 
in the case of Si64 (not shown), G0W0 yields a bandgap equal to 
1.03 eV, which clearly improves DFT underestimation. Thus, results 
for Si64 will undergo a bandgap correction based on a rigid shift of 
0.40 eV applied over empty bands. Fig. 4 plots computed energies 
for VjSi64 at r-point by using GGA (GGA (r-point)) and G0W0 
(G0W0 (r-point)) approaches along to GGA energies obtained also 
at T-point with an 8 x 8 x 8 sampling of the Brillouin zone (GGA 
(8 x 8 x 8)) and obtained energies after applying the rigid shift 
(GGA (shifted)). As concerns as V,-implanted compound, although 
the position of those bands in the vicinity of the Fermi level is 
affected by sampling of the Brillouin zone, similar energies are 
obtained for the key transitions, i.e., VB-CB, VB-IB and IB-CB. Based 
on G0W0 results, a rigid shift of 0.30 eV should be applied to CB-VB 
transitions. The energy difference between VB and partially filled is 
also opened (0.08 eV). Hence, a rigid shift of 0.08 eV and 0.22 eV 
will be applied to VB-IB and IB-CB transitions, respectively. These 
same rigid shifts will be also applied for the remaining V-
implanted compounds. 
3.5. Optical properties 
Optoelectronic properties of V-implanted compounds have 
been studied through the imaginary component of the dielectric 
function (see Fig. 5). Based on G0W0 results, a rigid shift has been 
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Fig. 5. Imaginary part of the dielectric functions calculated for bulk-Si and V-
implanted Si compounds. Results without applying the rigid shift are also displayed 
as dotted lines. 
applied to correct the GGA underestimation of the bandgap. For 
Si64, our results agree with experimental absorption spectrum 
(except for those features related to indirect transitions and exci-
ton effects) [53]. The absorption features of V-implanted com-
pounds can be enhanced in the energy range below 2.8 eV. While 
for VSl-implanted compound there is an abrupt diminution of the 
absorption coefficient below 2.0 eV, both Vrimplanted compounds 
display an improved absorption up to 0.20 eV. In addition, for V,-
implanted compound with a Si vacancy (VjSi63), three peaks 
located at roughly 0.20 eV, 0.80 eV and 1.20 eV own larger inten-
sity. The imaginary part of the dielectric function has been decom-
posed into the contributions from each type of transitions to verify 
the role of the V in the absorption enhancement (Figs. 4S and 6). 
Note that from 2.8 eV, the main contribution comes from VB-CB 
transitions of the host semiconductor. For all V-implanted com-
pounds, those peaks located between 0.18 eV and 0.25 eV are 
due to IB-IB transitions. For, VSl-implanted Si (Fig. 4S, see supple-
mentary information for a more detailed description), the broad 
peak centered at 2.0 eV is mainly due to CB-VB transitions. 
For compounds with interstitial implantation (V„ Fig. 6), the 
absorption enhancement is extended up to 0.25 eV and 0.18 eV 
for V,Si64 (Vrimplanted without vacancy) and V,Si63 (V,-
implanted with a Si vacancy), respectively. These peaks are due 
to IB-IB transitions. For Vrimplanted compound in absence of sili-
con vacancies, the dielectric function gradually decreases between 
2.8 eV and 0.25 eV. VB-CB contributions gradually increase their 
intensity up to 2.8 eV, from where the largest contribution is due 
to VB-CB of the host. Note that VB-CB transitions start to appear 
at 1.10 eV, which is related to energy differences of sal.15 eV 
shown in Fig. 2 for spin down component, measured between 
the VB and the CB as well as between the VB and empty eg states 
of V atom. Contributions from IB-CB transitions for spin up become 
visible at R±0.65 eV (in agreement with those energy differences 
labeled as IB-CB corresponding to energy differences between t2g 
and eg states in Fig. 2 for spin up). This contribution yields two 
main peaks. The first one located at 0.75 eV is assigned to IB-CB 
transitions due to the energy difference between filled t2g states 
of V atom and CB of bulk-Si (see Fig. 2). The broad peak lying 
between 1.40 eV and 2.50 eV is due to electronic transition 
between occupied tg2 donor levels of V atom and high energy 
empty bands. The peaks appearing at R±0.70eV, 1.10 eV and 
1.80 eV are assigned to IB-CB transitions for spin down. The former 
can be related to the energy difference of 0.69 eV measured 
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Fig. 6. Imaginary part of the dielectric function for VjSia, and V;Si63 compounds. Partial contributions due to VB-CB, IB-CB, VB-IB and IB-IB electronic transitions multiplied by 
the frequency as well as the results for SiM have been also included. 
between the intermediate band (due to partially filled t2g triplet) 
and high energy (empty) eg doublet in Fig. 2 for spin down, while 
the remaining two peaks are due to electronic transitions between 
partially filed t2g levels of V atom and high energy empty bands. 
In presence of both V,-implanted and Si vacancy (V,Si63, see 
Fig. 6), the main enhancement of the absorption coefficient is 
due to two transitions involving contributions across the IB. As 
said, the main difference with the absorption features of V,-
implanted compound in absence of a Si vacancy is the presence 
of differentiated peaks at 0.20 eV, 0.80 eV and 1.20 eV, wherein 
the first one is due to IB-IB transitions. It should be noted that V,-
Si63 yields IB-IB transitions with the largest dielectric constant. The 
peak at 1.20 eV is associated with vanadium-assisted VB-CB elec-
tronic transitions, which yields a very similar profile for both spin 
up and spin down components. VB-CB transitions emerge at 
Ril.lOeV, in concordance with energy differences measured in 
Fig. 3 between VB and CB or empty states or V atoms. The peak 
at 0.80 eV should be described as the sum of two contributions 
at roughly 0.84 eV and 0.67 eV due to IB-CB and VB-IB transitions, 
respectively. Hence, at high enough vanadium concentrations, 
infrared radiation would lead to free carriers able to enhance 
absorption sub-bandgap transitions across the IB located in the 
midgap of host semiconductor. As said in the introduction, hyper-
doping with transition metals would also allow working at room 
temperature due to high thermal ionization of deep level impuri-
ties. Results here exposed for Vj-implanted compounds are in 
agreement with results of Garcia-Hemme et al., who found an 
important increase of the photoresponse with respect to a Si refer-
ence, which extends into the infrared regions, at room temperature 
[20]. Hence, experimental measured photoresponse in V-
implanted compounds can be explained based on new sub-
bandgap transitions across the intermediate band coming from 
V-implantation. Note that the formation of this intermediate band 
with the adequate properties is only possible for interstitial 
vanadium. 
4. Conclusions 
This works reports a detailed first principle study based on Den-
sity Functional Theory simulations on V-implanted Si compounds. 
For this purpose, crystal structures, formation energies (if) and 
electronic properties were studied at substitutional (VSl) and inter-
stitial (V,) vanadium implantations, as well as the effect of Si 
vacancies. The full relaxation of atomic structures yield high for-
mation energy values for all implantation process, being V, in 
absence of Si vacancy the most favorable one. After considering 
that the main contribution from the energetic penalty to remove 
one Si atom, if becomes lower than zero for interstitial implanta-
tion, i.e., interstitial implantation process turns out to be favorable. 
Regarding to electronic structures of V-implanted compounds, for 
Vj-implanted compound in absence of Si vacancies (VjSi64), the 
octahedral crystal field due the six second nearest Si atoms leads 
to splitting 3d levels into low energy t2g triplet and a high-energy 
eg doublet, where the low energy t2g triplet for spin down channel 
would fulfill the requirements to be defined as an intermediate 
band (IB). Vj-implanted in presence of a Si vacancy also displays 
an IB due to t2g levels for spin up channel. Nonetheless, the Si 
vacancy leads to only two t2g level are occupied, while the other 
one is empty and highly in energy. 
One of the main aims of this work is to shed some light on the 
absorption features of V-implanted compounds and their potential 
as materials with infrared activity. In this work a scissor operator 
based on quasiparticle energies has been applied to overcome 
the underestimation of bandgap in DFT. Concretely, we performed 
the one-shot GW approach (G0W0). Although quasi particle ener-
gies where only computed at T-point, there is a clear improvement 
in the calculated bandgap for Si64. Previous works in literature 
have applied a rigid shift over the empty state to recover the exper-
imental bandgap of the host semiconductor. Our G0W0 has revealed 
that the rigid shift applied to V-implanted compounds could be dif-
ferent to the host material, as well as information on the correction 
for partially filled bands. After applying the rigid shift, our results 
point out that there is a considerable improvement in the absorp-
tion coefficient below 2.8 eV In addition, V-implanted compounds 
also exhibit adequate absorption features below 1.0 eV due to dif-
ferent transitions across the intermediate band. Thus, our results 
offer a possible path to design new silicon-based materials with 
infrared absorption features. 
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